Century City Canoe Club in collaboration with the Century City Property Owners Association (CCPOA) hosted the inaugural GUESS YOUR TIME CHALLENGE where challengers had to guess how long it will take them to paddle a distance of 6.7km on the Century City Canals. A bunch of paddlers from canoe clubs as far away as Stanford and Paarl lined up on the time trial route of Century City Canoe Club and paddled along the waterways of Century City.

At the end of the Guess your Time Challenge the Century City Canoe Club hosted a 200m sprint invitational to test the paddlers speed.

**Winners of the Guess Your Time Challenge**

1. AMY DUFFETT
2. RYAN BEZUIDENHOUT
3. CHARLTON KLAASE

**Winners of the 200m men's sprint**

1. JAKE SCHOEMAN
2. EUGON WILLIAMS
3. BEVAN DUFFETT

**Winners of the 200m female sprint**

1. MELANIE VAN NIEKERK
2. CHRISTINA GEROMONT
3. AMY DUFFETT